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Abstract
Databases of macromoleo,lar structures
allow reaeaxchers to identify genera] principles of molecu]~
behavior. They do this by providing a variety of data
obtained under a number of different experimental
conditions. Many new tools have been developed recently to aid in exploratory analysis of structural data.
However, some queries of interest still require considerable manual filtering of data. In particular, studies attempting to make generalizations about complex
axrangements of atoms or building blocks in macromolecular structures cannot be approached directly
with existing tools. Such studies are frequently carried
out on only a few structures or else require a laborintensive process. To address this problem, we have
developed a visual language, VQLM(Visual Query
Language for Macromolecules). A query is formulated
in this language by drawing aa abstract picture of substructures to be searched for in the database and specifying constraints on the objects in them. To illustrate
the usefuinesl of our language, we show how to encode
a number of queries that were found scientifically
interesting in the published literature in molecular biology. VQLMrelies
on VQL, a new database language, as its underlying engine for database retrieval
and computation. We believe that VQLMwill make
maeromolecular structural data more accessible to scientists, enabling faster and deeper data analysis.
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macromolecnlar
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1. Introduction
Macromolecular
structural
databases
which contain
large numbers of crystal structures
have made it possible to study the general principles underlying the behavior of biological molecules. Until several years ago,
the macroolecnla.r structure databases mainly provided
fiat atomic coordinate files, from which a researcher
wonld compute any higher level structural
information
necessaxy for a p~ticular
study (e.g.
PDB (Bernstein et ,d. 1977)). However, some databases
provided higher level information, stored in relational and
object-oriented
databases (e.g. NDB(Berman et al.
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1992), CSD (Allen etal. 1979), P/FDM (Gray el
1990)).Derivedvaluessuch as bond lengthsand angles,torsionangles,base morphologyparameters
and
virtualbondsare storedin some of these.An objectoriented class library(Chang eta/. 1994) has been
developed for manipulating and computing with this
higher level information.
In addition, it has become
possible to access subsets of data selectively,
considering, for example, only data for residues of a single
type. However, even with the greatly improved representation
of information, some queries of biological
interest
remain elusive and to answer them still requires considerable manual, labor-intensive
and repetitive processing of available data. In particulax, it is
almost impossible to search for complex axrangements
of objects each of which has a specific set of properties.
In this paper we propose a language called VQLM
(for Visual Query Language for Macromolecules) which
offers the possibility of greatly facilitating future studies in macromoleculax structure.
In this language, a
apicture" of the data to be selected from the database
is drawn by the researcher.
The components of the picture correspond to objects of the domain and domainspecific relationships
between them. Each picture corresponds to a kind of prototypical
example of an arrangement of objects to search for in the database.
Properties of the individual objects in the picture may
be constrained, in order to obtain a more specific set
of instances of the given arrangement of objects. The
language resembles the QUEST3D(Allen 1992) portion of the CSD. However, VQLMprovides tools (objects and constructs) specifically for facilitating queries
of maceomolecular structure
(rather
than for small
molecule fragments).
The power of this language arises
from two main
sources. First of all, VQLMallows the researcher to
refer to object relationships
that have some meaning
in the domain, such as a pairing between two bases.
This is in contrast with most query languages which
requite that data be accessed in terms of its syntactic
form, for example by a join between two relations
or
set membership. The second source of power lles in
the visual nature of its queries. The researcher may
Cohen
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state a queryas a picture
that corresponds
directly
to whatis intended.
Again,thisis in contrast
with
theoftenconfusing
process
of formulating
a queryas
a fiatstring
oflogical
conditions.
Clearly
thequeries
mustbe compiled
intosucha fiatlogical
expression,
butthisworkcan be managedby a querytranslator,
ratherthanrequiring
theresearcher
to conform
to the
needsof thedatabase
system.
VQLM relieson VQL (VisualQueryLanguage)for
itsunderlying
queryprocessing.
Therelationship
betweenthetwois shownin Figure1. VQLis a declarativequerylanguage
thatincorporates
aspects
of Prolog(ormoreaccurately,
Datalog)
andQBE.It extends
theselanguages
to behave
asa front-end
forobject
orienteddatabases.
An important
characteristic
of VQL
is thatitusesa special
construct
called
restricted
universalquantifier. It has been shown in (Vadaparty,
Aslondogan, & Ozsoyoglu 1993) that this construct is
quite powerful: it can simulate easily a numberof useful constructs such as grouping, MIN,MAX,etc. Thus,
this construct gives VQLversatility. It has also been
shown that VQLis strictly more powerful than Datalog, even with stratified negation.
An advantage of VQLis that it allows one to "program pictorially", which reduces the chances of error.
Furthermore, VQLtranslates its queries into a language that can be interfaced with object-oriented or
relational
database management systems. Thus, the
user does not need to know details of the database
managementsystem that is being used. This provides
transparency.
VQLM is under development.
This paperis primarilymeantto presentthe languageand showhow
it couldbe usedin structure
studies,
ratherthanto
reportfindings
usingit.Thequeries
illustrated
and
discussed
herehavenotbccnrun.Wc currently
focus
on queries
aboutnucleicacidstructure.
Manyof the
primitives
arespecific
to nucleic
acidstructure.
Others
axeapplicable
to nucleic
acid,protein
or generalmolecularstructure.
In thefuture,
primitives
specifically
for
describing
protein
structure
willbe formalized.
Therestofthispaper
is organized
asfollows.
Section
2 motivates
thisworkwithsomequeries
thathavepreviously
beenaddressed
in themolecular
biology
literatureand showshow theywouldbe encodedin VQLM.
Section
3 describes
thelanguage
in termsof theobjects
andoperators
thatcanbe usedto buildqueries
andthe
interface
formaking
useof theseprimitives.
Section
4
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concludes
witha discussion
of thecontributions
ofthis
workandsomedirections
forfuturework.

2. Example Queries
In this section we briefly describe several studies from
the molecular biology literature
and show how they
could have been encoded in VQLM.Each query is explained in detail, though the primitives used for constructing the queries are described later, in Section 3.
Constructing
a Query - B-DNA Guanine
Hydration
In Figure2 we illustrate
a simple
queryrepresenting
"Findthecoordinates
of waterswithinhydrogen
bondingdistance
of a guanine
basein a B-DNAmolecule."
Thisqueryandothersverysimilarto it wereintegraltoseveral
studies
including
(Berman
et al.1988),
(Schneider
et al. 1993)and (Cohen,Kulikowski,
Berman1993).Thoughnottechnically
challenging
to
compute,
thisquerypresented
somedifficulty
dueto a
lackof appropriate
toolsforcomputing
it.
TheVQLMversionof thisqueryis shownin Figure
2 andis explained
as follows.
A guaninebasenamed
B1 is connected
to a waternamedW1 by a distance
relationship
drawnasa line.Thisspecifies
thatwe are
interested
in waters
within
somedistance
d ofguanines.
Constraints
on thedistance
relationship
arcabbreviatedby a variable
d in thefigure.
In theConstraints
box,d is setto thesenerally
accepted
hydrogen
bondingrangeof 2.6-3.2A.
Themolecule
M1 containing
the
baseisdrawnaround
itandin theConstraints
box,its
DNA-typeis shownto be "B’.(Pleasenotethatin
thispaper,
an attribute
ofanobject
willbereferred
to
with the notationobject-name.attrlbute-nAme.)
crystal
is drawnaroundthemolecule
andthewaterto
denotethatbothmustcomefromthe samecrystal.
Thewateris highlighted
in thefigureto denotethat
it has just been selected. The S~Imvnetry menu has
Include Symmet~ Related highlighted to denote that
waters (i.e. the selected W1) outside the asymmetric unit should be included in the query computation.
The output table is named as WG-Tbl and includes
three columns of data, corresponding to the x, y and
= coordinates of the selected waters. The output data
columns are headed by the titles X, Y and Z respectively.
In orderto construct
thisquery,
thefollowing
steps
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Figure2: The VQLMinterface
withguaninehydration
query
might have been taken (though there are other possibilities). First, by clicking on the Base icon, a base
may be produced in the Query box. It is named B1
by the user. By clicking on the base, a menu of its
attributes will be provided which allows constraints on
any of its attribute values to be specified. In this query,
the base-type attribute is set to "G" which is reflected
in the Con~tr~int~box and on the base itself (its labeling turns to "Gua"). Next, by clicking on the Solrent
icon, a solvent molecule is produced and by specifying
its solrent-t~/pe attribute with the value "water", it is
constrained to be a water. Next a distance relationship between the water and the base may be specified
by clicking on the D~stance icon and then cricking on
thetwoobjects.
Thiswill causea prompt
fora distance
rangeto appearon thescreenwhichtheusermustfill
in. Next,by clickingon the NucleicAcidMolecule
icon,a molecule
appears
in theQuerybox.By sizing
it appropriately
anddragging
it so thatit surrounds
B1,theuserasserts
thattheguanine
is contained
in
themolecule.
Alternatively,
by clicking
on theCon~ainment
iconand thenclicking
on themolecule
and
thebase,itisasserted
thatthebaseisa subpart
of the
molecule,
and it appearsinsidethe molecule
object.
Then,by clicking
on the molecule
andobtaining
its
attribute
menu,the DNA-type
of themolecule
can be
set to "B". Similarly, by clicking on the Crystal icon,
a crystal
objectappears in the Queryboxand by us-

ing the Containment icon, the user asserts that both
the DNAmolecule and the water are subparts of the
same crystal. Finally, by clicking on the water to select it, and then selecting "Include S~/mmetryRelcded"
from the Sllmmetrtl menu, it is specified that symmetry generated waters should be included in the query
computation. Clicking on the $earc/~ icon causes the
output table to be computed.
The desired output is specified as follows. Initially,
there axe no output columns. By clicking on the arrow,
a new, empty column is produced. The user then specflies a header for the column in the Column Namebox
and an attribute of one of the objects in the Column
Data box. Thus, to obtain the desired water coordinates, the column headers X, Y and Z are specified,
and the x, y and s coordinates of the water object axe
used as the output data.
Water Bridges
in DNA Crystals
There is a fairly extensive literature documentingcrystallographers’ interest in hydrogen-bonding networks
of waters around nucleic acids. The simplest network, the ln,~ter bridge has received considerable attention. This arrangement consists of two DNAatoms
hydrogen-bonded to a single water molecule. There
has been some discussion in the biophysical community
of conditions under which, particular kinds of bridges
form(e.g.base-water-base
bridges,
phosphate-waterCohen
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Figure 3: Query for phosphate-water-phosphate
phosphate bridges, etc.) It is believed that they contribute to the stability of crystal structures and they
have been cited in explanations of several phenomena
of DNAbehavior. See (Westhof 1993) for a survey
the literature on DNA-waterbridges. In VQLM,it is
quite simple to write a query for finding various types
of water bridges, in contrast to the current laborious
procedure for finding them.
Figure 3 shows a query representing "Find the crystals and residue numbers of all pairs of phosphates in
adjacent nucleotides in A-DNAmolecules that have
a water hydrogen-bonded to oxygens in both phosphates". It has been claimed (Saenger, Hunter,
Kennard 1986) that A-DNAtends to form in a low
humidity environment because it allows the relatively
scarce water molecules to be shared between neighboring phosphates. In contrast, the large distance between
phosphates in B-DNAmakes bridging impossible so
that its phosphate oxygens must be surrounded with
more waters. This provides an explanation of why BDNAhas mainly been observed in crystals grown at
relatively high humidity. This argument was based on
an examination of several crystal structures by the authors of (Saenger, Hunter, & Kennard 1986). It could
be further tested by boking at the relative numbers
of A-DNAand B-DNA phosphate-water-phosphate
bridges in the entire database, using the query in Figure 3.
Molecular

Packing

Howmolecules interact with or contact each other in
crystals is a topic of considerable interest to crystallographers. Again, each crystal structure tends to be analyzed by itself in detail and general patterns occurring
90
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bridges in A-DNA

in manystructures can only be found either by the fact
that several authors notice and report the same phenomenon or with a difficult analysis. One somewhat
more general study looked at packing in a variety of
Z-DNAmolecules (Schneider et al. 1992). This study
mentions that in manyof these structures, the terminal O3’ of only one strand is very close to a phosphate
oxygen of a specific nucleotide in a symmetryrelated
molecule. This fact could have been discovered easily
with the VQLM
query shown in Figure 4. This query
corresponds to "Find close pairs of atoms in symmetry
related Z-DNAmolecules and report their atom types
and the crystal and residue they are contained in".
Sequence-Structure

Interactions

It is commonknowledge that sequence and function
are integrally related for macromolecules. The exact
mechanismfor this is not known, however. Thus, as an
intermediate step, some crysta~lographers study the relatlonship between local sequence and local structure.
(Drew, McCall, ~ Calladine 1990) cites many studies
on this topic. An example of a query from one such
study (Nelson eL al. 1087) is shownin Figure 5.
The query in Figure 5 represents "Find the crystals containing an adenine that is between two other
adenines and show the crystal name, residue number
of the middle adenine and the propellor twist of its
base-pair’. It was claimed in (Nelson et al. 1987)
that an adenine-thymine pair surrounded by adeninethymine pairs on both sides exhibits higher values of
propellor twist than pairs in other sequences do. This
is explained by the fact that the high propellor twist
allows a stabilizing hydrogen bond to form between an
adenine and a diagonally opposite thymine. This at-

Output
Table

Column Name
Column Data

Nucl

Atom1

Cl.name Nl,res#

Al.type

Nuc2

Atom2

N2.res#

Constraints
MI,~, M2
M1 .type = Z
O<d<4.0

Figure 4: VQLMquery examining packing of Z-DNAmolecules
Output
Table
I Prop-Tbl

Column Name
Column Data

Crystal

Residue Propellot

Cl.name B3.res#

B3.prop

Figure 5: query for propeUor twist of A’s in tuns of A’s
gument from (NeLson et al. 1987) was based on an
examination of one crystal structure containing the sequence CGCAAAAA.ACGC.
In order to test this further, it might be desirable to run the query of Figure 5
on the entire database and compare the distribution of
obtained propellor twists with those obtained for other
sequences.

3. A Visual Query Language for
Structure
The Interface
In Figure 2 the VQLM
interface to be implemented is
illustrated.
In VQLM,a query specifies a set of objects, a set
of constraints on them and between them, and a set of
values to be output. Eachobject has a set of attributes,
any of whose values may be constrained in the query.
In addition, the query may constrain an object to be

in a set of relationships with other objects. Output
is specified as a set of attributes of the objects in the
query.
VQLMis meant to provide a graphics program
"look-and-feel" for creating queries. Clicking on an
object icon will create an object of the specific type
in the Que~ box. Clicking on a relationship icon win
allow the user to dick on objects of the appropriate
types to specify that these objects are in the given relationship. Once the objects in a relationship have been
specified, the connection between them win be drawn
in the Query box, the specified constraint will appear
in the Constraints box and it win he translated into a
new portion of the VQLquery. A VQLM
query can be
thought of as a conjunction of the relationships drawn
between objects and the constraints on attribute values
of the objects. (It will be possible to specify disjunction within the attribute value constxalnts.)
Cohen
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organization

The database organization
for VQLMis modeled
closely on the natural structure of nucleic acid crystals.
The entity-relationship
(ER) diagram for the database
is shown in Figure 6. In that diagram, relationships
not otherwise labeled represent the "contains ~ relationship. Lines represent one-one relationships, while
arrows represent one-manyrelationships.
The primary feature of the ERdiagram is the hierarchical structure
describing
a nucleic
acidcrystal.
The
maincomponents
of thecrystal
structure
arenucleic
acidmolecules,
drugmolecules,
ionsand solvents.
A
nucleic
acidmolecule
is composed
of a setof strands,
whicharein turncomposed
of a setof nucleotides.
Nucleotides
arerelated
to othernucleotides
viathe
molecular
sequence
("seq"relation).
Nucleotides
are
composed
of a phosphate
group,a sugar,and a base.
Eachof these,in turn,arecomposed
of atoms.Bases
arerelated
to otherbasesviapairing.
Basepairsaxe
related
to otherbasepairsvia"double
pairing"
(the
double
pairsarenecessary
forthepurposes
of describingsomebase-morphology
parameters
suchas roll,tilt
and twist).The non-nucleic
acidmolecules
do not
havecommonsubstructures,
and are composedonly
of atoms.
Atomsarelocated
ata pointinthecrystal
structure
coordinate
system(itsx, y, s coordinates).
A point
in thecrystalis considered
a separate
entity.
This
distinction
betweenpointsand atomswilleventually
makeit possible
to express
moregeneral
geometric
relationships
between
arbitraKly
defined
locations.
For
example,
it maybe desirable
at somepointto implementa methodforcomputing
thecentroid
of an object.
Clearly,
thecentroid
doesnotcorrespond
to anysingle
92
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atom, and must be represented by a point. This would
make it possible, for example, to compute distances
between centroids of neighboring bases, as a measure
of their stacking.
Each type of object has a set of attributes. These
attributes are somewhat akin to the columns of data
in a relational database table. Someof these represent
the raw data of crystallographic analysis, such as the
type and coordinates of an atom or unit cell dimensions
of the crystal. Others represent derived information
such as bond angles, backbone torsion angles, virtual
bonds and angles and base-morphology parameters like
propellor-twist.
Relationships
Between
Building
Queries

Objects

for

Substructures to be searched for in the database are
described in VQLM
by drawing objects and specifying
relationships between them. In this section, we describe the main relationships that can be specified and
their meanings. They are illustrated in Figure 7.
The relationships between objects fMl into two main
categories: the geometric and the structure-oriented.
The geometric relationships are distances between
pairs of points, angles betweentriples of points and torsion angles between sets of four points. The structureoriented relationships correspond to domain-specific elements of structure, including bonding between atoms,
base or nucleotide pairing, base or nucleotide sequence,
and con~ainmen~(or part-subpart relationship).
The structure-oriented relationships are easily represented as attributes of the objects in the relationship.
For cxampl%drawing two bases connected a base pair
relationship might be translated into an fragment of a

Base-pairing

BasesB1 and B2 are paired

The basesof nucleotides
N1 and N2 are paired

BaseBl’s nucleotide precedes
base B2’s nucleotide ingle
sequence

il

Nucleotide N1 precedes
nucleoUdeN2 in the sequence

Containment

Object 02 of type O2-type
is a subpart of ObjectO1of
type O1-type

Bond
Distance

(~
Q

x

L,~?.j
~
V
~

Atoms A1 and A2 are covalenUy bonded
AtomsA1andA2satisfy distance
constrainlx
(x specifiesa lengthrange)

someatomcorCainedin object 02
satisfy distanceconstraintx

o
I O,,,pe

EveryatomIn object O1and every
atomin object 02 satisfy distance
constraintx

Angle

AtomsA1, A2. andA3satisfy angle
constraintx
(x specifies anangle range)

Torsion

The A1-A2-A3-A4torsion angle
satisfiestorsionconstraintx
(x specifiesa torsionrange)

Figure 7: VQLM’s
zelationships betweenobjects

Cohen
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query llke "Select bl in bases and b2 in bases where
bl.paired-boJe : b~.
The geometric relationships are more easily computed as functions or methods. For example, drawing
two bases connected by a distance (Dist) relationship
with distance constraint d : [0-4~i] might be translated
into a query fragment like "Select bl in bases and b2 in
bases where for some al in bl.atomlist and for some a2
in b2.atomlist distance (al, a2) is between 0 and 4 ~i".
The Dist2relationship
is a bitmorecomplicated,
and
relies
on VQL’srestricted
universal
quantifier.
A pictureof twobasesconnected
by theDist2relationship
withconstraint
d wouldbc translated
roughly
as follows"Select
bl inbasesandb2in baseswhereforallal
in bl.atomlist
andforalla2 inb~.atomlist
distance(al,
a2)isin theranged".
The geometric
relationships
providesomecomputational
challenges.
The naiveapproach
to distance
queries
wouldbe tocompute
allpairsof distances.
This
approach is very time consuming. It requires z)
O(n
comparisons, where n may be the number of atoms in
the unit cell of a crystal (for packing queries involving
symmetry related molecules). The field of computational geometry ((Preparata & Shamos 1985), (Aurenhammer1991)) provides the basis for more emcient approaches. Distance queries in the plane have been extensively studied. Algorithms have been given by Bentley and Maurer (Bentley & Maurer 1979), Chazelle et.
al. (Chazelle et al. 1986), and Aggarwalet. al. (Aggarwal, Hansen,& Leighton
1990). The bestapproa~:hes
runin O(nlogn)
time.Thetypeof 3D distance
queries
required
herehavenotbeenas extensively
studied.
Anglequeries
arebetween
threepoints
andtorsion
angles
arebetweenfourpoints.Thenaiveapproach
to these
querieswouldbe to computeanglesand torsions
betweenall possible
setsof atoms.Thisapproach
requiresevenmoretimethanthenaivedistance
query
algorithm.
It is an O(n3) algorithm
for anglesand
4)
O(n algorithm
fortorsion
angles.
Littleworkin computational
geometry
hasbeendonewithanglequeries.
Thus,
partof ourresearch
is aimedatdevising
efficient
3D distance,
angleandtorsion
queryalgorithms.
4. Conclusion
VQLM
provides a simple graphical interface for making ad-hocquerieson molecular
structure
databases.
Several
examples
drawnfromthebiophysical
literature
illustrate
theeasewithwhichfairlycomplex
queries
maybe specified.
Queries
maybe statedconcisely
in
thislanguage
because
primitives
thataremeaningful
in thedomainareprovided.
In addition,
thepictorial
representation
may serveas a sortof mnemonic
for
theexpert,
allowing
themto express
a queryas they
visualize it.
Currently,
VQLMis under development. Immediate plans include a full implcmentation of the functionalities described in this paper. In addition, there
are several other primitives which have not been men94
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tioned in this paper that will be madeavailable to the
user. Implementation is planned in C++and versions
are expected to be developed both for a 486-based PC
under Windows and for X-windows.
Longer range plans include development and implementation of a set of primitives and objects appropriate for querying protein structures. Newobjects will
clearly include amino acids (with side-chain and mainchain subparts), helices, chains of beta-sheet, turns,
random coil, and prosthetic groups. Newrelationships will include phi and psi angles, parallel and antiparalhl hydrogen bonding between beta-chains, disulfide linkages and other types of cross-linking.
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